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The Controller Area Network Bus was released by Bosch as an innovative and new method of providing 
prioritised and fault tolerant communication within automotive applications. Since its introduction in 
1986 many protocols have been designed to operate above this network structure, utilising the 
prioritisation properties to their advantage. This thesis will focus on building a custom testbed using 
existing university equipment and then programming an implementation of the CANopen protocol. 
The physical network will consist of a Controller Area Network bus as this is supported by a multitude 
of devices and can act as a method of integrating many devices available within the Murdoch University 
Industrial Computer Systems Laboratory that previously had no method of direct communication. The 
newly constructed testbed will be built in the most cost-effective manner possible and rely on 
integrating currently underutilised hardware available to students with the view of expanding the 
capabilities of teaching facilities in the Industrial Computer Systems Laboratory. The newly developed 
set of programs and network will facilitate the teaching of additional material to students by way of a 
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Industrial Computer Systems rely on effective and efficient communication protocols to share 
information between devices. In many circumstances these devices are required operate in physically 
or electrically harsh environments. In these environments communication between devices must be 
highly reliable as a lost information packet may lead to physical and financial risk when operating 
dangerous equipment. CAN was introduced to the Society of Automotive Engineers congress in 
February of 1986 by Robert Bosch [1] as a proposed serial network for automotive applications. The 
CAN Bus standard would prove to be an extremely successful system for networking devices in not 
only automotive applications but other methods of transportation along with the building industry and 
industrial automation. 
Bosch engineer Uwe Kiencke began the development of a new serial bus system in 1983 as no existing 
bus system was able to fulfil the speed and safety requirements of automotive engineers at the time 
[1]. Professor Dr. Wolfhard Lawrenz from the University of Applied Science in Braunschweig-
Wolfenbüttel, Germany, gave the name ‘Controller Area Network’ to the system [1]. By 1986 the CAN 
Bus was introduced at the SAE congress however it was not until November of 1993 that the CAN 
specification Version 2.0 was adopted in ISO 11898 as an international standard [1].  
The CANopen protocol is an application layer protocol designed to take advantage of the prioritisation 
and arbitration properties of CAN Bus. Initial development of the CANopen standard began in 1993 
and was developed under the European Strategic Program on Research in Information Technology 
along with involvement from multiple medium size vendors who saw a benefit to a protocol not owned 
by a single supplier [2]. The protocol was made publicly available in 2011 and is presently distributed 
by many industrial automation vendors including Schneider Electric, SEW-Eurodrive, National 
Instruments and Siemens [3, 4, 5]. A full list of registered vendors is made available for reference by 
CAN in Automation [3]. 
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1.1 Goals and Objectives 
The purpose of this thesis will be to build a CANopen network and integrate multiple devices within 
the Industrial Computer Systems Engineering Laboratory into a single system. This will be achieved by 
first building a testbed for development of software and then expanding the system to more include 
devices. The project aims to develop a system whereby tests can be undertaken to determine how 
such a network will manage under high volumes of traffic and in an electrically noisy environment. 
Once the network is fully developed experimentation can be conducted to investigate the viability of 
such systems for both general use and in the event of a safety related incident. 
As a complementary objective, a series of manuals and example code will be generated to allow 
students the opportunity to explore CAN Bus in more depth through teaching units as this is presently 
not covered by current unit content. Documentation of the developed hardware and software systems 
will be of high importance for future maintenance and teaching purposes after installation. 
1.1.1 System Construction 
The first of the main objectives it to produce a functioning system. The university already has many 
hardware elements mounted in the ICSE facility that will be incorporated into the system design. The 
primary two elements of the system will be the SEW Eurodrive VSDs and the Dragon 12-Plus trainer 
boards. Both devices support CAN Bus communication on some level but are not configured with the 
same application layer communication protocol. The last element that is required to be incorporated 
is a method of interacting with the devices via LabVIEW. Students are already familiar with LabVIEW 
as it presents a simple and effective method for creating complicated applications without an extensive 
of software development background. 
1.1.2 Produce System Manuals  
As with any good project, documentation is highly important and will form the second of the primary 
objectives. Being a newly developed system, manuals for all developed components will be crucial for 
future development and teaching purposes. 
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1.1.3 CAN Bus Protocol Testing 
The last and final primary objective is to test the system under various scenarios to measure the 
effectiveness and speed of information delivery via this type of network. The CANopen protocol is a 






2.1 CAN Bus 
The CAN Bus standard as adopted in ISO-11898 only incorporates the physical and data-link layers of 
the OSI model [6]. Figure 1 below shows the relevant layers of CAN Bus in OSI model and how these 
are usually implemented. Information from the data-link layer is passed to an application layer, 
however this layer is not defined as part of the CAN Bus standard and thus any protocol can be 
implemented. 
 
Figure 1: The layered ISO-11898 standard architecture [6] 
 
As is shown, the physical layer consists of both the CAN transceiver and bus lines as is expected with 
the OSI mode. In a standard implementation a dedicated controller would handle the entirety of the 
datalink layer along with the management of the CAN transceiver. Information is then passed to the 
microcontroller or other external hardware for management and processing of the application layer. 
2.1.1 Physical Layer 
The physical layer is the lowest of the seven OSI model layers [7]. The function of the physical layer is 
to “transport data using electrical, mechanical or procedural interfaces.” [7] CAN Bus defines all 
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aspects of the physical layer including terminations, bus wire physical characteristics and voltage limits 
along with bit timing and communication speeds. 
2.1.1.1 Connections and Wiring 
The wiring and connections must meet the electrical specifications of ISO-11898 [8]. The bus 
terminations shown in Figure 2 and Figure 5 are known as standard terminations and are the most 
commonly used termination method due to simplicity. This simplicity leads to reduction in production 
cost, especially in cases where selectable terminations are required. In the case of standard 
terminations, the resistor must be of120𝛺. Split and biased terminations also shown below must 
implement two 60𝛺 resistors as shown. Split terminations in Figure 3 take advantage of the 
incorporated capacitor to reduce electromagnetic emissions from the bus in sensitive environments. 
Figure 4 shows biased split terminations which achieve the electromagnetic reduction as well whilst 
also maintaining the recessive bus level voltage at a consistent value. 
 
Figure 2: Standard termination [8] 
 
Figure 3: Split termination [8] 
 
Figure 4: Biased split termination [8] 
 
The ISO-11898 specification also requires the bus line to use a shielded twisted pair cable thus 




Figure 5: CAN Bus-Line with terminations and node connections [6] 
 
The physical layer does not specify a limit to the number of devices simultaneously connected to the 
bus lines. Additionally, devices are capable of being connected to and disconnected from the bus at 
any time whilst in operation without deactivating the bus or powering off any other connected device. 
However, this depends on the designer’s choice of terminations as a device with an internally wired 
termination will cause bus interruptions if removed during service.  
 
Figure 6: Suggested DB9 pin connections [9] 
 
ISO-11898 does not specify the physical connection interface between devices and the bus but does 
recommend a DB9 pin connection pattern for manufacturers as shown by Figure 6. However, many 
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industrial manufacturers implement the CAN_H and CAN_L lines with other I/O or communication 
terminal block connections to reduce complexity. 
2.1.1.2 Bus Logical Levels 
As with all forms of digital data communication, ISO-11898 defines two logical states represented by 0 
and 1. These are further defined as dominant and recessive [8]. However, it is important to note that 
a dominant and recessive states are represented by a logical 0 and 1 respectively as demonstrated by 
Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: Dominant and recessive bus states [6] 
As can be seen in Figure 8, the driver circuit produces the dominant state when Q1 & Q2 are activated. 
This will supply a power to the bus lines and generate the required differential voltage due to the 
termination resistors. When Q1 & Q2 are unpowered no voltage is supplied to the bus lines and the 
terminating resistors ensure that both CAN_H & CAN_L are of the same voltage level. It is for this 
reason that any transmitter producing a dominant state has that capability of overriding any 




Figure 8: Driver circuit for Recessive & Dominant states [10] 
ISO-11898 also defines the allowable differential bus line voltages as shown in Figure 9. Unlike Figure 
8, the Actual circuitry utilised by manufacturers to ensure compliance with the levels shown in Figure 
9 is not generally made available and incorporates many more complicated components. These 
specified tolerances assist manufacturers in designing appropriate driver circuitry that will interface 
with third party vendors. Differential input allowances exceed the differential output allowance of both 
recessive and dominant states to ensure that any slight calibration errors and manufacturing 
tolerances do not negatively impact effective communication. 
 




2.1.1.3 Bus Length and Bit Timing 
CAN Bus lengths can stretch up to 40𝑚 whilst still allowing for the maximum transmission rate of 
1𝑀𝑏/𝑠 [5]. However, ISO-11898 allows for extended cable spans with an appropriate reduction in 
communication baud rate as in Equation 1. 
Equation 1: Maximum theoretical bitrate and bus length calculation 
𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ < 50000 𝑘𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑚𝑠−1 
 
This calculation is to be considered only under extremely well-designed implementations and has held 
true for some applications where cable lengths of 5𝑘𝑚 at 10 𝑘𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑠−1 have been achieved in 
controlled environments. For standard implementations a more robust solution is required thus 
leading to Equation 2. Table 1 shows a selection of common bitrates and the maximum recommended 
cable length  as illustrated in Figure 10 according to Equation 2. 
Equation 2: Practical bitrate and bus length calculation 
𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ < 10000 𝑘𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑚𝑠−1 
 
Table 1: CAN Bus robust bus length limits [11] 
Bus Speed (kb/s) L (m) l (m) d (m) 
1000 40 0.3 40 
500 100 0.3 100 
100 500 0.3 500 







Figure 10: CAN Bus cable dimensions [11] 
 
Although baud rates higher than 1 𝑀𝑏𝑠−1 are not supported by ISO-11898, speeds of up to 8 𝑀𝑏𝑠−1 
have been achieved with specially designed transceivers [9]. Being a frame-based protocol, all bits 
must traverse the entire length of the bus before a second bit is able to be transmitted. Additionally, 
each transceiver can overwrite any recessive bit with a dominant bit during the transmission of a 
frame, but nodes are required to be synchronised and this is achieved by splitting transmissions into 



















L – Bus length 
l – Cable stub length 
d – Node stub separation 
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time 𝒕𝒃 (𝝁𝒔) 
Length of time 
quanta 𝒕𝒒 (𝝁𝒔) 
Number of 
𝒕𝒒 per bit 
Sample point 
location 𝒏 ∗ 𝒕𝒒 
1000 1 0.125 8 6 
800 1.25 0.125 10 8 
500 2 0.125 16 14 
250 4 0.25 16 14 
125 8 0.5 16 14 
50 20 1.25 16 14 
20 50 3.125 16 14 
10 100 6.25 16 14 
 
 
2.1.2 Data Link Layer 
The role of the data-link layer is to describe the methods for transmitting raw data via the physical 
layer. CAN Bus defines two frame formats along with several error detection methods as a part of the 
data-link layer. A crucial element of the CAN Bus is message arbitration and prioritisation performed 
at the data-link layer by taking advantage of the recessive and dominant states previously defined at 
the physical layer. 
2.1.2.1 Bit Pattern  
The ISO-11898 standard provides for two communication frame formats. Much of the data frame is 
the same for both formats however the identifier field is either of 11-bits in the standard CAN frame 





Figure 11: Standard CAN frame [6] 
The extended format in Figure 12 includes all the fields from the standard format but with the facility 
to use an extended identifier format. 
 
Figure 12: Extended CAN frame [6] 
In practical applications it is not necessary to directly manage these fields as the datalink layer will pass 
only the identifier and data bytes to the application layer. Please refer to A.1 on page 67 & A.2 on page 
68 for full descriptions of each frame field. 
2.1.2.2 Error Detection methods  
2.1.2.2.1 Acknowledgment 
As demonstrated in section 2.1.1.1 above, each frame includes an acknowledgment bit. The function 
of this bit is best described in the following way: “Every node receiving an accurate message overwrites 
this recessive bit in the original message with a dominate bit, indicating an error-free message has 
been sent. Should a receiving node detect an error and leave this bit recessive, it discards the message 
and the sending node repeats the message after re-arbitration. In this way, each node acknowledges 
the integrity of its data.” [6]  
2.1.2.2.2 Form Check 
A form check is implemented to validate incoming frames. The ACK, CRC, SOF and EOF all incorporate 
recessive bits at specified locations. If a dominant bit is detected in any of these recessive bit fields an 




CAN Bus uses a 15-bit CRC implementing 110001011001101 as the divisor, a 15-bit remainder is 
generated and placed in the CRC field along with a parity bit [13]. This is regenerated by the receiver 
and compared with the CRC field transmitted. This is the method by which badly transmitted data is 
detected by receiving nodes. If the calculated CRC value does not match the one transmitted in frame, 
then the entire frame will be acknowledged with a dominant bit indicating a failed transmission [13]. 
The frame will be discarded by all receivers and the transmitter will resend the frame. 
2.1.2.2.4 Bit Stuffing 
Bit stuffing is an error detection method that ensures a constant logic level is not transmitted for more 
than a specific number of bits. In the case of CAN Bus, no more than 5 consecutive identical bits can 
be transmitted [13]. To achieve this an alternate bit is inserted into the frame after the 5th bit. The 
example in Figure 13 shows 0x00FF as the desired data packet to be transmitted. Shown below this 
packet is the actual data that will be transmitted. As can be seen, an extra bit is inserted in the as the 
sixth and fifteenth bits of the transmitted data. This extends the overall frame by two bits. An error is 
flagged if any node detects a sixth consecutive bit of the same logic level. The additional bits are 
discarded by the receiver when a correct frame is received [13]. 
 
                 
 
                 
 
                 
Figure 13: Bit stuffing example 
 
2.1.2.2.5 Bitwise Self Check 
CAN Bus transceivers implement a bitwise self-check as the final method of error detection. The 
transmitting node monitors the bus and signals an error in the case that the receiver is mismatched 
with the transmitter output. This also plays a role in prioritisation of transmitted frames as discussed 
in section 6.2.3 below. On detection of an error or clashing frame the transmitting node will reattempt 




Figure 14: CAN Bus transceiver [6] 
 
Figure 14 shows the receiver monitoring that transmitter while broadcasting a frame to the bus in 
order to monitor and ensure a higher priority frame is not being overwritten. 
2.1.2.3 Prioritisation, Arbitration and Robustness 
Due to the nature of the dominant and recessive bus states implemented by CAN it is possible for 
nodes to self-prioritise bus frames. As a transmitting node performs the Bitwise Self Check of its 
transmitted data it may detect a dominant state in place of one that is intended to be recessive. If this 
occurs the transmitting node backs as a higher priority node is currently occupying the bus. As 
dominant and recessive states represent logical 0 and 1 respectively, a frame with a numerically lower 
identifier will exist at a higher priority than that of a numerically higher identifier. This may be taken 
advantage of when implementing higher layer protocols. This prioritisation effect is demonstrated in 
Figure 15. The transmitter output of each node is shown along with the overall bus traffic. Node B and 
C begin transmitting after the required inter-frame space. Node B detects a clash as shown and stops 
transmitting. Node C remains unaware of any other node transmitting on the bus as it is transmitting 




Figure 15: CAN Bus traffic example [6] 
 
The nature of the physical layer specifications makes for an extremely resilient protocol that is capable 
of being implemented in electrically harsh environments subject to high electromagnetic interference 
with minimal loss of data and the ability to recover from corrupted data swiftly. 
2.2 CANopen 
The CANopen protocol is an application layer designed to operate over ISO-11898 compliant networks 
in an industrial setting. Although the protocol doesn’t specify the use of CAN Bus at the physical and 
data-link layers, CANopen relies on the prioritisation properties of CAN Bus as an integral design 
portion of the protocol. CANopen specifies multiple types of communication and prioritises them into 
blocks via the use of the CAN Bus identifiers. This is identifier is known as the COB-ID in CANopen. The 
COB-ID is subsequently incremented by a NodeID thus implementing not only a message type 




2.2.1.1 Device Model 
A device model is implemented as a core aspect of CANopen and incorporates the communication 
from the datalink layer into an object dictionary which is then readable in an organised way by the 
application layer. Figure 16 shows the general layout of a device object dictionary with reference to 
the application and communication objects. 
 
 
Figure 16: Device Model [12] 
 
A CANopen network requires each node to have a unique NodeID and makes use of function codes to 
specify communication objects. These two components are combined to generate the standard CAN 
11-bit identifier as in 
Table 3: CANopen COB-ID 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





CANopen also allows for a single broadcast node address of 0x00. This along with the 8-bit limit for 
unique addressing allow for a maximum of 127 nodes. Some services operating over the CANopen 
network such as the NMT Protocol require the implementation of a master node. The master node 
does not necessarily require an address on the network however this is dependent upon the services 
hosted on this node. The function code as shown in Table 4 & Table 5 occupies the four most significant 
bits of the COB-ID and is used to group frames into prioritised groups. 
Table 4: Broadcast objects [12] 
 
Table 5: Peer-to-peer communication objects [12] 
 
Table 4 defines the broadcast function codes whilst Table 5 specifies peer-to-peer function codes. 
Additionally, as the COB-ID can be reconfigured, some identifiers must be reserved for default setups 
as in Table 6. This ensures that a new node entering the network can be reconfigured to match network 
parameters without interfering with existing communication. 
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Table 6: Restricted identifiers [12] 
 
 
2.2.1.2 Communication Model 
2.2.2 Object Dictionary 
An object dictionary must be implemented on every device for it to be CANopen compliant [12]. These 
are defined for a specific device by an EDS file that is released by the manufacturer and usually freely 
available for download or provided along with the product on delivery. A single object entry from an 








Figure 17: EDS object entry 
 
EDS files contain all necessary information required to both verify the device and achieve successful 
communication. Each entry in the EDS file contains a pointer to the described information by means 
of the index and subindex. EDS files are implemented on the master node. 
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2.2.3 Application Layer 
2.2.3.1 Synchronisation 
The SYNC object is a method of synchronising node communication and follows the model shown in 
Figure 18. A SYNC packet is transmitted by the SYNC producer and all interested SYNC consumers can 
take the appropriate accompanying actions to perform synchronous communication. [12] This object 
follows the Producer/Consumer model. The packet carries no data payload and the appropriate 
identifier is located at index 0x1005 of the object dictionary [12] but has a default value of 0x80 [14]. 
SYNC frames do not carry a data payload as there is no need to do so. A SYNC event is simply a network 
synchronisation and error control event. 
 
Figure 18: SYNC Protocol [12] 
 
The object dictionary also contains an entry specifying the timeout period between SYNC frames to 
enable all sync consumers on the bus to determine if there has been a loss of synchronous 
communication and to act accordingly. 
2.2.3.2 Network Management 
The NMT services allow for control of the NMT State Machine implemented by all slave nodes along 
with a selection of two error control methods. 
2.2.3.2.1 Module Control 
The module control service allows for the master node to control the behaviour of all slaves via the 
NMT state machine displayed in Figure 19. NMT can be performed on either a single node or as a 




Figure 19: Device state diagram [12] 
 
Table 7: State transition conditions [12] 
 
 
During the initialisation state several events can occur dependent upon how the node was instructed 
to enter this state. There are three sub states of operation during the initialisation state, these are 
Initialising, Reset Application and Reset Communication [15]. The Initialising sub state covers the 
operations of both the Reset Application and Reset Communication sub states [15] along with the 
additional functionality of starting the node. This sub state only occurs when the node joins the 
network for the first time or on if power is restored to the device. Essentially Initialisation sets the 
device parameters to a default and known state as recorded in the device EDS file. The Reset 
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Application will return all alterable parameters to the default state much in the same way as the 
Initialising sub state. However, Reset Application does not require power to be cycled or physical 
disconnection from the bus. Lastly the Reset Communication sub state only reset the object dictionary 
entries associated with communication. After the initialisation state the device will transmit a device 
boot-up command notifying the master of its presence on the network then subsequently enter the 
Pre-Operational state automatically [15]. 
The pre-operational state is used for device configuration. In this state all PDO objects are ignored but 
the device will listen for SDO objects. Additionally, devices in this state can transmit or listen for the 
SYNC, TIME and Heartbeat frames. 
During operational mode the node will listen for and respond to all correctly configured 
communication protocols [15]. The primary function of the Operational state is to allow the node to 
operate as normal. 
The stopped state inhibits the node from responding to any communication besides NMT frames [15]. 
Whilst in the Stopped state a node can still respond to NMT state requests implemented by the error 
control protocol. 
NMT Frame Data follows format described in Table 8 and uses a COB-ID of 0x0. The use of the highest 
priority COB-ID allows the master node to react to errors most effectively 
Table 8: NMT Data Payload 






Table 9: NMT Command Specifiers 
CS Request 
0x1 Enter Operational 
0x2 Enter Stop 
0x80 Enter Pre-Operational 
0x81 Reset Application 
0x82 Reset Communication 
 
 
2.2.3.2.2 Error Control 
“Through Error control services the NMT detects failures in a CAN-Based Network.” [12] This can be 
achieved through either the Node-Guarding or Heartbeat protocols. For Node-Guarding a frame is 
transmitted by the master node, known as a guarding request. This request is listened to by all 
configured nodes who respond with the current NMT state. The heartbeat is a more passive method 
whereby a heartbeat producer will generate a SYNC packet. This packet is expected within a specified 
time limit and if not received the configured not will take emergency action as a loss of communication 
has occurred. 
2.2.3.3 Emergency 
EMCY objects are used to share information about many types of errors that may have occurred either 
at a communication or device level. Each time an error event occurs an EMCY frame is transmitted to 
the bus. Nodes can choose to act on this information or not depending on the individual node setup. 
 
Figure 20: Emergency frame data segment [12] 
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EMCY objects use a COB-ID of 0x80 + NodeID [14] and carry 8-bytes of data as shown in Figure 20. This 
object follows the producer/consumer model. The CANopen specifications provides only the 
framework for communicating errors and manufacturers and system designers can implement the 
required error handling and detection when appropriate for the device or system application. For 
example, in some applications a device may not be connected to mains voltage and as such would not 
be required to generate any emergency events in the 0x31xx range. However, such a device may be 
required to listen for others generating these errors to detect system failures. 






CANopen provides a method of synchronising the time and date of each node by using a TIME object 
[12]. Each TIME frame consists of a six-byte data payload broadcasted from the producer to all 
consumers as in Figure 21. This payload is split into 28 bits indicating the number of milliseconds after 
midnight and a 16-bit field counting the number of days since 01/01/1984 [14]. The accompanying 
identifier is in object dictionary location 0x1012 [12] although this identifier is 0x100 by default [14]. 
 
Figure 21: Time protocol [12] 
 
2.2.3.5 Process Data Objects 
As the CANopen protocol was designed for industrial applications it is necessary to convey critical 
process information quickly and efficiently with minimal overhead. This requirement has led to the 
implementation of the Process Data Object (PDO) which require no protocol overhead in CANopen 
[12]. Device EDS files will mark every potentially applicable object entry with the key ‘PDOMapping’ 
followed by a PDO number. This informs the PDO producer node of the expected data type for each 
PDO. Up to four PDOs can be implemented per PDO consumer node and are distinguished by the 
identifier as in Table 5 on page 18. These words are subject to the data encoding as defined in B.1 on 
page 69. Table 11 shows a process data packet transmitted to a PDO consumer with the NodeID of 5. 
This node is expecting three data words as defined by its EDS. 
Table 11: 3 process data words mapped to PDO 1 
COB-ID Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 
0x205 W1-L W1-H W2-L W2-H W3-L W3-H   
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Figure 22 demonstrates an example of PDO packets being transmitted both synchronously and 
asynchronously. The circumstances for using each of these methods depends on the node 
configuration. PDO objects can be triggered in three ways [12], the first of these being driven 
synchronously by the reception of a SYNC object. Asynchronous PDO transmission can be triggered by 
a timer or remote request initiated by any other device [12]. 
 
Figure 22: Synchronous and asynchronous PDO tranmission [12] 
 
 
Figure 23: Read and write PDO protocols [12] 
 
Figure 23 shown the communication structure for each of the Read/Write PDO protocols. PDO packets 
are ignored by consumer nodes if the NMT state machine is not in the operational state. 
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2.2.3.6 Service Data Objects 
The SDO is a combination of protocols designed to allow for the configuration of CANopen nodes 
during the Pre-Operational and Operational NMT states. These frames carry a lower priority COB-ID 
than that of most other frames meaning that they do not interrupt critically timed PDO or emergency 
frames. 
Byte 0 Byte1 Byte2 Byte3 Byte4 Byte5 Byte6 Byte7 
CSS/SCS X n e s Index Sub d 
Figure 24: SDO frame format [12] 
 
The frame format in Figure 24 is extremely dynamic and allows for the implementation of multiple 
different protocols depending on the choice of implementation and data transfer size. A summary of 
the fields is shown in Table 12 however more information regarding the protocol implementations can 
be found in the appendix. 
Table 12: SDO frame fields [12, 16, 17] 
Field Size Value Value Description Field Description 
CSS/SCS 3-bits 
0 Segment download 
Client or Server command 
specifier. Informs the receiving 
node of the expected packet 
information type. 
1 Initiate download 
2 Initiate upload 
3 Segment upload 
4 Abort transfer 
5 Block upload 
6 Block download 
X 1-bit 0  Not used 






0 Not indicated Determines if n contains the data 
size. 1 Indicated 
Index 2-bytes 0x0…0xFFFF Object index  
Sub 1-byte 0x0…0xFF Object sub index  




3 Facilities & Equipment 
Murdoch university Engineering facilities currently poses many devices that are presently unable to 
perform communication but are equipped with CAN Bus communication facilities. The VSDs within 
Murdoch Universities ICSE lab are equipped with the CANopen protocol as an onboard communication 
standard. The CANopen and CAN Bus combination was chosen due to this availability of hardware and 
the facility to more simply combine devices that were previously unable to communicate without 
having to purchase new equipment. 
3.1 Facility 
The ICSE lab at Murdoch University provides a versatile teaching space allowing students to work with 
and develop systems using equipment they are likely to face in the field as a practising engineer. The 
laboratory consists of eight panels each with a Siemens PLC, Dragon12-Plus development board, HMI 
and various other electrical equipment. This equipment gives a broad selection of different devices 
allowing the students to gain practical and theoretical experience with real world examples in a safe 
and friendly environment. 
3.2 SEW VSD 
The SEW Eurodrive VSD Inverters located in the ICSE Lab were the main constraint on this project due 
to them supporting only specific protocols. Although there are a variety of methods for communicating 
with the VSD outlined in the ‘MOVIDRIVE Serial Communication’ manual [18], only those utilising CAN 
Bus are of interest. Implementation of the CANopen would be ideal due to its open nature and more 
recent development, however MOVILINK protocol which is used to exchange configuration 




Figure 25: Movitools CAN/SBus Settings 
3.2.1 CANopen 
The CANopen protocol is fully supported by the VSD and allows for complete operation of the device 
once configured. Important to note is the inability for CANopen to completely configure the VSD. The 
CANopen object dictionary implemented on the VSD can only access certain objects as outlined in the 
device EDS file. These objects only relate to the configuration of the CANopen protocol and some basic 
drive configuration as required by the device. This may lead to the future implementation of the 
MOVILINK protocol if further configuration or reconfiguration is required to be performed from the 
CANopen master node. However, this should not be necessary as the devices are physically accessible 
and the programming tools are freely available in the lab. 
3.2.2 MOVILINK 
MOVILINK is a proprietary communication protocol developed by SEW to facilitate both operation and 
configuration of devices over the SEW CAN Bus. Protocol selection must be made in MOVITOOLS 
Motion Studio as shown above in Figure 25 with full setup instructions outlined in C.1 on page 73. The 
MOVILINK protocol is reasonably simple but as it is proprietary, the decision was made to attempt to 
implement the system without this protocol. Nevertheless, it is important to understand all aspects of 




The MOVILINK protocol uses the standard CAN frame with an 11-bit identifier as outline in Figure 26. 
This identifier informs all listening devices of the desired destination node along with the function and 
type of data payload. 
 
Figure 26: MOVILINK CAN Bus Identifier Specification [18] 
 
The decimal representation of this identifier can be generated mathematically as in Table 13. This 
identifier construction system is very similar to that of CANopen and informs the VSD of the packet 
structure contained within the following data payload. Given dedicated hardware or a faster execution 
environment on the myRIO it would not be necessary to implement the full CANopen protocol as the 
MOVILINK protocol specification allows for both synchronous and asynchronous communication via 
CAN Bus with the VSD. However due to speed limitations of the myRIO it will not be possible to 




Table 13: MOVILINK CAN Bus Identifier Calculation [18] 
Identifier 
Telegram Type 
8(𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 3 
Process Output data telegram (PO) 
8(𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 4 
Process Input telegram (PI) 
8(𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 5 
Process output telegram (PO-sync) 
8(𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 6 
Group Process Output telegram (GPO) 
8(𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 515 
Parameter request telegram 
8(𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 516 
Parameter response telegram 
8(𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 518 




The myRIO student embedded device by national instruments is a standalone embedded processing 
device featuring a dual-core ARM Coretex-A9 processor [19]. The device features a multitude of 
hardware I/O along with the ability to easily program the device to perform standalone processing in 
LabVIEW. Along with the hardware I/O connector for performing real time data acquisition directly on 
board the device there are also dual MXP connectors allowing for expansion modules or additional I/O 
breakout boards to be equipped to the device. At present the myRIO represents a much-undervalued 
asset on behalf of the university and has the potential to increase learning potential for students not 
only in the ICSE course but potentially other areas of engineering. 
3.3.1 Hardware 
The myRIO is host to a variety of on board sensors capable of performing high-speed real-time data 
acquisition and control in a standalone embedded environment. The device is ideally suited to 
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educational purposes and is marketed as such by national instruments [19]. The key feature with 
regards to this project is the availability of two MXP ports located on the left side of the device. These 
are labelled as MXP A and MXP B. These ports host a variety of I/O capabilities including UART and SPI 
serial communication lines. Included in the myRIO-1900 starter kit is a single breakout board providing 
easy access to a selection of the myRIO digital and analogue I/O lines available on the MXP connectors. 
A breakdown of the device hardware is shown in Figure 27. 
 
Figure 27: myRIO On-board Hardware [20] 
1. Ni Myrio-1900 
2. MXP Breakouts (One Included in Kit) 
3. Power Input Cable 
4. USB Device Cable 
5. USB Host Cable 
6. LEDs 
7. MSP Screw-Terminal Connector 
8. Audio In/Out Cables (One Included in Kit) 
9. Button0 
 
The SPI capability of this device is utilised by the Stratom X-CAN module to allow serial communication 
between the dedicated can driver hardware and the myRIO [21]. With an operating speed of 4MHz 
this SMI interface allows for maximum CAN Bus utilisation. Important to note is that the software may 




Figure 28: Stratom X-CAN Adapter for myRIO [22] 
1. 3-Pin Screw Terminal 
2. Terminal header 
3. DB-9 Connector 
4. I/O Breakout 
5. I/O Breakout 
 
As per Figure 28 the Stratom adapter allows access to the additional I/O capacity provided on the 
myRIO in the form of dual breakout headers thus providing the added functionality of the CAN 
hardware without limiting access to other features made available on the myRIO. 
3.3.2 LabVIEW 
The LabVIEW environment when working with embedded devices operates slightly differently to 
standard operation. The primary difference is the requirement to work in projects. The project for this 
thesis is shown in Figure 29and houses all components related to and required for operating and VIs. 
Hardware is added to the project as reference and to enable the built-in LabVIEW compiler to 
distinguish between execution environments. Another important difference between the embedded 
execution environment and that of the PC is that the executing VI and any potential dependencies 
must be downloaded to the device prior to execution. This forces the environment to save all files so 




Figure 29: LabVIEW Project 
 
Perhaps most notable is the difference in the way that paths and execution events are handled when 
operating VIs on embedded devices. In standard execution, interacting with the front panel will initiate 
events in the operating system event handling procedures thus enabling event-based interaction 
within the execution environment. Whilst events are still generated for a front panel executing on 
board an embedded device, they are not passed from the host machine to the execution environment 
and thus event based front panel interaction is not possible by utilising event structures. In addition to 
this, any files generated or accessed during execution are not passed from the embedded device to 
the host pc thus meaning that all additional files required during execution must be manually 
transferred to the device and paths defined in the UNIX file system format. 
3.3.2.1 Uncommon Structures 
Utilised throughout this project are several uncommon LabVIEW elements including occurrences, 
notifiers and semaphores. These structures are of importance when operating multiple instances of 
VIs or VIs that are required to exchange information. All three of these structures provide some 
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Figure 30: Generate Occurrence, Wait on Occurrence & Set Occurrence 
 
One method of ensuring a VI does not pass a definable point of execution is to utilise the occurrences 
shown in Figure 30. Get occurrence is used to generate an occurrence object and then can be passed 
to subVIs when required. Wait on Occurrence acts a wall in the execution environment, pausing 
execution until a Set Occurrence function is executed, so long as both functions are provided with the 
same notifier instance object. Importantly, the wait on occurrence must reach foreground execution 
before set occurrence. If set occurrence is executed first the wait on occurrence function will block 
execution until the occurrence is set again. In this project this did not present an issue due to these 
functions only being operated within infinitely executing loop structures. If waiting must occur in both 
directions a rendezvous may be more appropriate. 
3.3.2.1.2 Notifiers 
 
Figure 31: Notifier Functions 
 
The Notifiers shown in Figure 31 are essentially occurrences that provide additional functionality by 
passing data along with an occurrence. The data structure is defined when generating the notifier. 
Once the notifier has been obtained it can be passed to called VIs in the same way as an occurrence. 
The Send Notification function is passed data in the predefined data format and placed in the shared 
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memory area, this is then read by the Wait on Notification function and subsequently processed. Upon 
execution of the Release Notifier function, this memory area is discarded, and the notification 
reference destroyed. This set of functions provide a highly memory efficient and fast method for 
sharing information between runtime elements. 
3.3.2.1.3 Semaphores 
Semaphores are shown in Figure 32 and operate somewhat differently to Occurrences and Notifiers in 
that they restrict a portion of runtime from executing until such a time as the semaphore becomes 
available. Rather than synchronising execution they ensure linearity between specific sections of the 
runtime environment. 
 
Figure 32: Semaphore SubVIs 
 
The Acquire Semaphore VI blocks execution if the semaphore is unavailable and waits until such a time 
as the semaphore has been released before proceeding. If multiple points of execution request access 
to the semaphore they are queued until such a time as the semaphore becomes available. Semaphores 
are useful in restricting access when writing to global variables as a method of ensuring that data is 
written consistently and correctly every time. Whilst reading a global can be performed simultaneously 
in multiple threads of execution they can only be written to from a single point of execution. Clashing 
write operations can result in inconsistent data. 
3.3.2.2 Execution 
An alternate method of controlling program flow and synchronisation is to use the inbuilt LabVIEW 
execution settings to control memory space allocation and prioritisation for subVI execution. Of these 
settings there are three options of most interest to this application. Reentrancy allows the LabVIEW 
compiler to allocate memory space in a controlled way whilst the priority settings will control the 
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execution priority of the thread in which the VI is executing to allocate processor time relative to other 
currently executing VIs. Additionally, an option exists to inline the subVI into the calling VI. 
3.3.2.2.1 Reentrancy 
By default, LabVIEW VIs are set to Non-reentrant execution as shown by Figure 33. This option instructs 
the LabVIEW compiler to allocate only a single memory space for allowing the VI to execute. This 
restricts the VI to only operate a single instance at any time. In most practical student applications this 
will do for most VIs as it is rare to require the VI to operate simultaneously in multiple points of 
execution. 
 
Figure 33: LabVIEW Default Execution Options 
 
Although Non-Reentrant VIs limit execution there are some useful aspects that can be leveraged when 
designing an application. As with the example above where a semaphore can be used to restrict writing 
to a global variable, this write operation can instead be encased within a Non-reentrant VI. This would 
allow for placement of the VI at any point in code without risking multiple access issues. Although Non-
Reentrant VIs will be slow to call and may cause the calling VI to hang whilst waiting for the allocated 
memory space to become available, this type of execution ensures that memory is utilised efficiently 
and assists the developer in debugging and tracking flow of execution. 
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A second method of execution is the ‘Shared clone reentrant execution’ providing many of the 
advantages of a reentrant VI whilst attempting to allocate memory efficiently. Shared clone reentrant 
VIs will allocate a new memory space when the runtime environment has exhausted all currently 
allocated space. The advantage associated with this option is that the VI can execute multiple instances 
simultaneously whilst attempting to maintain efficient allocation of memory space. Although shared 
clone reentrant VIs will suffer from some jitter issues when allocating additional space at runtime they 
will not cause the calling VI to hang. In many ways this option is a compromise between the other two 
Reentrancy settings. 
The last execution option is the ‘Preallocated clone reentrant execution’ which will cause the compiler 
to forecast the VI memory requirements for the maximum number of simultaneous instances that can 
occur at runtime. This option will eliminate jitter at the cost of consuming potentially vast amounts of 
memory. The compiler will place restrictions on the memory initially allocated but will never reuse the 
space allocated to an instance of a VI until execution is halted. Exceptions exist in the LabVIEW Real-
time Linux operating systems that will attempt to deal with residual memory allocation, but it becomes 
important to properly halt execution of any preallocated reentrant VIs.  
The last setting affecting VI reentrancy the ‘Inline subVI into calling VIs’ option. This acts as an override 
to all execution options. When a VI is marked to inline the compiler will effectively insert the VI code 
into the calling VI in place of a VI call. The overhead associated with calling additional functions can be 
significant on time sensitive application or thus requiring repeated calls. By enabling this option all 
overhead is mitigated at the expense of being able to individually control the VIs execution options. 
3.3.3 VI Calling Methods 
Several methods exist for programmatically executing VIs within LabVIEW. The simplest of these is to 
place a subVI within a block diagram. When all input wires to a subVI contain valid information the 
runtime environment will execute the VI and wait for the results to be returned before continuing 
execution of the calling VI. This calling method will not generate a new thread when calling a subVI and 
will always cause the calling VI to block and wait for execution to complete. An additional method 
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exists for calling subVIs where the compiler will generate a new thread and cause the subVI to execute 
alongside the calling VI. 
 
Figure 34: VI Reference Call 
This method generates a reference to a VI class using the type specifier and input options along with 
the name of the VI currently held in memory that is required to execute. Once a reference to the VI is 
generated the ‘Start Asynchronous Call’ block can be used to launch the required VI. In Figure 34 above 
the VI reference options instruct the call to prepare the VI for Non-Reentrant run and not to wait for 
results to be returned. Alternatively, results may be collected with an additional block placed at any 
point in the VI after the start call block but provides the flexibility of allowing the calling VI to perform 
other tasks if required. 
3.4 Dragon 12-Plus 
The Dragon12-Plus2 boards in Figure 35 present a completely blank canvas and incorporate no on-
board protocol thus making them an extremely dynamic tool. Although these devices are very 
versatile, they are undoubtedly less user friendly than any other device that will be used during this 
thesis. The fast and well-timed hardware environment allows access to a vast array of functionality 
when dealing with real time data acquisition and control applications. 
As with other devices used in this thesis the focus of the dragon board will be the on-board can driver 
hardware. Although highly dynamic, this device requires constant and intensive interaction will the 
inbuilt memory registers to achieve successful operation. This device will be the last device to be 
incorporated into the network due to its complexity. Despite this it is possible that high speed 




Figure 35: Dragon12-Plus2 Trainer Board [23] 
The multitude of communication protocols supported by this device allow for it to be used as a 
customisable gateway between other external hardware. For example, the serial communication port 
on each device would be able to be interfaced with the hardware in the ICE facility at a future date. 
Thus, eliminating the requirement for a dedicated PC to run the facility thus leading to potential 
reduction in operating costs. 
3.5 Protocol Selection 
Another point of consideration is that as MOVILINK is a proprietary protocol, less devices support it 
when compared to CANopen. Additionally, the CANopen MOVILINK identifier sets have areas off 
overlap thus meaning the network would have to be brought offline for each VSD to be reconfigured. 
Given this a template configuration for the VSD was created to quickly configure the devices to operate 
correctly in conjunction with the myRIO. As more devices are programmed into the network 





4.1 System Design 
The network will consist of the SEW VSDs and Dragon 12Plus boards located in the Industrial Computer 
Systems laboratory along with 5 additional myRIOs equipped with X-CAN add-on modules to allow for 
CAN Bus communication. The myRIO server node will control the network utilisation and thus allow 
for a stable level of testing at different frame priorities. 
 
Figure 36: Proposed physical Network 
 
The proposed design called for a Profibus Converter gateway. Due to constraints on building the 
system with existing hardware, implementing the Profibus gateway was set aside for now. This will 
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become more feasible in future iterations of the project once other elements are properly functional. 
At this stage of the project it is not entirely known what CAN bus application layer protocol in run on 
these gateway devices and an appropriate selection and research will have to be made in this area. 
4.2 Development 
After the hardware setup is complete software will be designed in several stages. The first stage will 
be to test the maximum transmission rate for the network using the two myRIO controllers placed at 
either end of the bus and then compare this to the theoretical maximum for this length of cable. 
Readings will be taken to determine the successful packet delivery rate at various bitrates and to 
determine the optimal network speed. 
Stage two will be to implement control protocol for each set of hardware on the network so that every 
device can be reliably operated. At this stage of the project care will be taken to ensure that all devices 
are capable of effectively communicating on the network when not under load. Researching the 
available documentation will be key to this stage of the project. 
4.2.1 BUS Testing 
Before developing the CANopen Master Node bus testing was undertaken to ensure that the highest 
possible network speed was utilised. Initial testing showed that 1Mbps bus speeds were possible 
without significant data loss. However, the average time taken to produce 10000 frames on the bus 
was35.846𝑠. With a standard CAN identifier each frame has 114-bits assuming the frame is 
constructed to avoid bitstuffing. This means that the total time for this operation to complete should 
be only 1.14𝑠 without overhead. This means that on a single thread and at the fastest possible bus 
speed the myRIO operates with an overhead of just over3000%. One solution was to attempt to utilise 
multiple threads of execution to reduce overhead, however hardware can only be accessed by a single 
thread thus causing resource unavailable errors and halting execution. When a semaphore was 
implemented to restrict hardware access times were increased to even higher than the single thread 
execution due to increased overhead due to queuing. 
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4.2.2 NodeID Assignment 
Early in the project it became apparent that each NodeID must be assigned in a systematic way. The 
prioritisation of traffic is an important concept to teach future students and so the devices can be 
assigned addresses that reflect a prioritised hierarchy. In some applications a certain area of a system 
may be more important to maintain control of but in this instance the decision was made to give 
priority to certain devices rather than each panel. VSDs are the only moving component of the system 
and present the only real physical danger and as such are placed at the highest priority of addresses. 
As the device with the lowest NodeID with be of the highest priority on the bus a formula must be 
derived to ensure than no matter what panel selection is made, all VSDs will maintain the highest 
priority and therefore the lowest address. 
Equation 3: NodeID Assignment 
𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝐷 = 8 ∗ (𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝐷) + (𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐷) + 1 
The exact specification for DeviceID and PanelID for slave devices can be found in Table 14 & Table 15 
with a full summary in Table 16 
Table 14: PanelID Assignment 
1 West 0 
1 East 1 
2 West 2 
2 East 3 
3 West 4 
3 East 5 
4 West 6 
4 East 7 
 
Table 15: DeviceID Assignment 
VSD 0 
Dragon 1 




As per Figure 36 the proposed network will incorporate many devices, however the 3 main devices 
implemented through this project were the myRIO Master, SEW VSD and the Dragon12 trainer boards. 
As a master does not require an address on the network this is not included in Table 15. At completion 
of this phase of the project the VSD and myRIO master will be fully incorporated and an 
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implementation plan for the Dragon12 will be provided. The testing system consisted of only a single 
VSD with the capability to expand to all provided units in the ICSE lab. 
Table 16: NodeID for all Devices 
 VSD Dragon myRIO Slave 
Panel 1 West 1 9 17 
Panel 1 East 2 10 18 
Panel 2 West 3 11 19 
Panel 2 East 4 12 20 
Panel 3 West 5 13 21 
Panel 3 East 6 14 22 
Panel 4 West 7 15 23 
Panel 4 East 8 16 24 
 
 
4.2.3 myRIO Master Development 
The apparent complexity of implementing the CANopen protocol on a myRIO and after preliminary 
testing the hardware, the plan below was developed as a guide to building the master application. This 
was crucial to avoid confusion and ensure that every step was implemented properly. At this stage it 
was apparent that the 5ms SYNC production period required by the VSD to maintain cyclical operation 
may not be achievable by the myRIO on a multi node network. Due to this, precautions must be 
implemented to ensure that the device communication is fault tolerant and that upon end of execution 
all drives are left in an inhibited state. 
The best method for allowing the CANopen protocol to operate efficiently was to have specific VIs run 
as background services on the myRIO and remove direct user interaction. This has the added benefit 
of allowing each VI to occupy a single thread and therefore operate asynchronously. 
Figure 37 was developed as a plan of operation for the myRIO master node and as a method for 
systematically implementing software. As the complexity of the software grew this plan became a 




Figure 37: Main VI Execution Process 
 
The first service was the SYNC Service. CANopen requires a SYNC frame to be sent at a regular interval. 
This acts as a flag to the devices which then triggers communication frames on the network. Running 
this operation in its own VI would ensure that the frame is loaded into the transmit buffer on time 
1. Gather Initialisation settings 
2. Call Initialisation VI 
a. Initialise global variables 
b. Build array of notifiers to share information between the read 
service and each node handler 
c. Initialise X-CAN hardware 
d. Generate SYNC occurrence. This occurrence allows for the SYNC 
service to notify the node handlers when a sync packet is sent 
e. Package CANopen Session data structure 
f. Start Read Service 
g. Start SYNC Service 
h. Send reset NMT packet to all nodes. Each node will reset and send a 
bootup frame thus allowing the master to generate node handlers 
for each device. 
3. Begin main loop 
4. Call Watchdog 
a. Delay for SYNC period 
b. Merge global error variable into main error cluster 
5. Check Stop button 
6. Call any PDO handling blocks ensure appropriate management of the device 
if stop button is pressed. 
a. Collect appropriate data and package according to device 
specifications 
b. Generate the appropriate Node ID from the panel selection and 
device type as in  
c. Call PDO Updater 
i. Retrieve device NMT state 
ii. Check if device is active and if so store the PO data ready for 
the Node Handler to transmit on the next SYNC cycle. If 
inactive then clear the PO array. 
iii. Retrieve the PI data 
7. Display errors and invert Operating indicator 
8. If stop pressed, then end the loop otherwise continue 
9. Call Close VI 
a. Delay for several SYNC cycles to allow handlers to gracefully stop 
devices 
b. Broadcast NMT reset 
c. Unpackage CANopen Session 
d. Close X-CAN Hardware 
e. Release Node Handler notifiers 
f. If an error has occurred update the client error variable 
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without having to wait for any other component of the program to complete execution. Figure 38 
shows the block diagram of the SYNC service. The operation of the service is reasonably simple, but it 
has a high execution priority to ensure smooth operation. As shown below the SYNC service simply 
generates the correct frame then transmits this frame as well as setting the SYNC occurrence. 
 
Figure 38: SYNC Service.VI Block Diagram 
 
The other two services are the Node Handler and Read service. These components form part of the 
communication management system. The read service is responsible for collecting all incoming frames 
then distributing them to the correct running Node Handler service or starting a new Node Handler 
service to manage future traffic from the node. New Node Handlers are only started on receipt of a 
bootup frame and not if a node handler is already managing the device. 
The Node Handler service is one of the most complicated VIs in the application, not so much in that 
the tasks it performs are particularly complex but rather that each task must be performed efficiently 
and with as little overhead as possible. A network running with the full 127 slave nodes would cause 
unacceptable load on the master node if this was not taken into consideration. On launching a new 
node handler thread the slave node is initialised to produce a NMT status periodically so that the 
master can monitor the device state. Following this the device is put into operational mode. The main 
task for the handler to wait for the read service to distribute an incoming packet to the associated 
notifier. Upon receipt of a packet the handler then deconstructs the information and performs a 
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variety of tasks based on what the incoming information is. If a PDO packet is received, then the Global 
variable is updated and the associated output PDO is sent to the slave. Additionally, if a NMT packet is 
received this is updated along with attempting to restart the node if for some reason the state is not 
as expected. Lastly, the node handler will load received errors into the global error variable as a 
warning so that execution may continue but the user will be notified via the front panel error cluster. 
Running this service as a passive thread that acts only when incoming data is received allows the myRIO 
resources to be better allocated. 
4.2.3.1 Type Definitions 
After initial hardware testing it became apparent that the master program would be highly complex to 
deal with the NMT, synchronisation and slave node interaction. Considerable planning was involved in 
designing a program that achieved a simple user front panel and block diagram as above. The first task 
was to develop some Type-Definitions built on the standard LabVIEW objects to populate the CANopen 
identifiers and generally increase human readability. For example, the CANopen Function Codes were 
placed in a LabVIEW Type Defined Dropdown Menu, shown in Figure 39, allowing for easy interfacing 
and consistency throughout the program. By generating bespoke Type Definitions replace generalised 
LabVIEW data types it became significantly simpler share common information between SubVIs. 
 




4.2.3.2 User Interaction 
One of the main concerns when developing this application was usability and functionality. The main 
VI had to be basic enough for a new operator to understand with minimal effort whilst maintaining full 
functionality. The final front panel as pictured in Figure 40 shows all necessary controls and indicators 
to interact with a single VSD and Dragon Board along with the standard error indicator, panel selection 
and operation status information. 
Additionally, the user block diagram is uncluttered and simple to understand as seen in Figure 41. The 
overall philosophy was to use the standard LabVIEW method of Initialisation -> Main loop -> Close was 
implemented with all required steps being wrapped in a few VIs enabling for a modular application. 
 
Figure 40: Main VI Front Panel 
 
 




4.2.3.3 VI Libraries 
Two libraries were created to interface with the hardware as required by the protocol. The background 
library was designed to do the heavy lifting and provide a base platform for controlling the network 
independent of device specific requirements. The user library connects to the general objects used by 
the background library to build specific packet structures for individual devices. Ideally the user library 
can be easily edited to handle new devices as they are incorporated into the network without altering 
the background library. Separating the two libraries has the added effect of simplifying the user 
experience. If an additional SEW VSD is required on the network, it can easily be added by adding a 
second VSD block to the main block diagram without the user being concerned about the underlying 
protocol. 
4.2.3.3.1 Background library 
As outlined above, the background library handles the CANopen protocol. The protocol outlines 
several services and sub protocols that must operate for devices to communicate effectively. An 
example of this is the SYNC service hosted by the master node. The background library houses a VI, 
started during initialisation that will continuously generate this SYNC packet. This service requires no 
user interaction and as such will be incorporated into the background library. The first focus of this 
thesis will be building the background library ready for device implementation although an important 
consideration will be whether it is essential to incorporate all aspects of the CANopen protocol and 
build a fully compliant master node or if simply controlling the devices on hand will be sufficient. 
4.2.3.3.2 User Library 
Each device required to operate on this network will utilise different packet structures and as such 
some customisation will be required to communicate effectively. This will be the job of the user library. 
Blocks are developed to be device specific and are purely providing a map between the user front 




Figure 42: 'VSD PDO.VI' Block Diagram 
 
One such example of a user library VI is the VSD PDO generation VI shown above in Figure 42. This VI 
takes the two pieces of information included within the raw VSD PDO packet and builds the correct 
structure then deconstructs the information returned by the VSD and converts it back into an easily 
managed format for the user. 
4.2.4 Dragon12-Plus Slave Development 
Presently the Dragon12 doesn’t actively participate in the network. The device simply listens for SYNC 
frames and VSD transmitted PDO objects. This allows the Dragon12 to act as a monitor and record data 
from the related VSD. When the CANopen master produces the SYNC frame the Dragon board will 
expect a VSD produced PDO from a specific address. The initial address of the Dragon12 will be set by 
entering the appropriate binary address using the DIP switches. This local address will then be used to 
determine the address of the paired VSD and thus determine the receive identifier masks. One 
significant feature of the Dragon12 is its ability to notify the operating system only if a frame passes 
successfully through the identifier acceptance filters and into the foreground buffer. All other frames 
will be ignored. Along with the SYNC frame and PDO frames produced from the VSD, this device will 
be configured to respond to any frame addressed directly to the Dragon12. By employing this method, 
it should be possible to enable complete PDO management of the paired VSD from only the Dragon12 




This thesis made a good start on the objectives outlined and provides a lot of room to be developed 
into future projects. Many aspects of the project have taken an alternate path to that expected and as 
such it is important to discuss the areas of the project requiring future works and spend some time 
reviewing the project as it stands. Figure 43 shows a view of the current network consisting of the 
myRIO Master node along with a single Dragon12 and VSD. Although the present setup consists of only 
a single VSD, the software was tested with dual VSDs to verify that the program operated as expected 
when expanding the network. 
 
Figure 43: Implemented devices 
 
5.1 Problems Faced 
Throughout the completion of this project, many issues arose surrounding logistics, hardware & 
software development and time constraints. Whilst many of these were overcome, some could not be, 
and it is important to highlight these so that future students do not encounter the same issues.  
5.1.1 Design Reliability & Execution 
One major issue with the system was the amount of error detection that had to take place. Some 
stages of the project made very slow headway due to having to fault find such complex code. This stage 
was necessary to ensure that the system operated consistently and without faults. Building a system 
that is riddled with bugs will result in significant extra work for anyone required to work on the project 
in the future. The recommendation for future projects is to move services away from the master myRIO 




The first few issues faced were mostly logistical in nature and as this was a newly developed project 
rather than a continuation of ab existing topic there was very little basis for gauging how much external 
contact was required for successfully completion. The main logistical issues were finding appropriate 
hardware to perform as the master node and the lead time and funding associated with ordering 
devices. 
5.1.2.1 Parts 
Part of the objectives for this project were to allow the system to be programmed from LabVIEW. The 
first option considered was purchasing a CompactRIO controller. This would allow the controller to act 
as a standalone device with an experimental template like the ICE Facility to allow students to interact 
with the system. Additional benefits of this would be that the controller would be able to be integrated 
with the ICE facility and potentially replace the current server in future. The roadblock in this idea was 
the prohibitive cost of such a system. Whilst this presented as the most elegant solution, the university 
did not own a controller capable of handling the CANopen module and as such the minimum cost 
would be $3,520.00 for a single CompactRIO controller and the CANopen module even without 
additional expansion modules that may be required to interface with existing hardware. This cost was 
simply too high, and a compromise had to be found. Through further research it was discovered that 
the X-CAN modules were available for raw CAN Bus communication and the university was already in 
possession of several myRIO controllers. At $258.50 this was a much better solution and would allow 
for more individual devices on the network with the only trade-off being that the protocol had to be 
developed manually and would be handles in software rather than by a prebuilt module. 
5.1.2.2 X-CAN Lead time 
With a lead time of approximately five weeks, the X-CAN modules somewhat held up software 
development. This time was spent researching the protocol. As this stage of the project it was apparent 
that a considerable effort would have to be placed in developing the protocol and thorough research 
was conducted into the specifics of the CANopen protocol. Although this hurdle was overcome 
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relatively simply it highlighted the need for proper planning when building a system from scratch and 
to allow appropriate contingency plans in case some aspects of the project do not go to plan. 
5.1.2.3 Students Lab Access 
The last logistical issue was the availability of laboratory equipment throughout the semester. As 
students need the equipment it is impractical and unfair to restrict their access to the lab during out 
of class hours and it would not be possible to occupy lab resources during teaching hours. The 
compromise was to move a single VSD into the Mechatronics lab to allow project development to take 
place without the need to take resources away from students. 
5.1.3 Hardware 
5.1.3.1 Cabling 
Mounting a single bus cable through the lab became necessary as this would eliminate trip hazards 
and help to create a cleaner environment. The two issues with this were mounting of a single long 
cable through the entire ICSE lab in such a way that it was not likely to be removed or tampered with. 
A blue Cat6 Ethernet cable was chosen for this task. Although the cable does not strictly conform to 
the CAN Bus standard for cabling, it does meet the electrical requirements of being an STP of the 
specified gauge. The additional cable cores were cut short to ensure they were not confused. 
The selection of cable meant that it would be easily noticeable to students in the hope that it would 
not be tampered with. The downside to this was that the cable was quite thick and difficult to route 
through the lab. Much care was taken to ensure that the cable was securely fastened and away from 
other equipment. 
Termination of the cable is an outstanding issue. Each VSD has a termination selection switch on the 
MC07B face plate. If this switch is in the incorrect position for any of the VSDs the bus is cut short and 
no device further down the bus can correctly communicate. Additionally, the last VSD on the bus must 
have the termination switch enabled and this could lead to confusion. As a solution the myRIOs have 
a termination jumper. With the master myRIO at one end of the bus providing termination, it would 
be possible to mount one of the four slave myRIOs at the other end. Provided these devices were in 
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an appropriate enclosure no termination selection would be required on any of the VSDs. However, as 
the full lab system is currently not implemented this will for part of the future works. 
5.1.3.2 myRIO 
A big challenge for this thesis was working with the myRIOs. These devices are not really intended for 
such fast operation and are more geared towards small student projects. Additionally, they are 
reasonably fragile and equipment in the labs tends to have a reasonably hard life. Having the device 
share so much information regarding the front panel back to the pc was the cause of slow operation 
of the device. Programming the device to run the program as an embedded start-up application should 
remove most of this issue but will eliminate the ability to troubleshoot in real-time. 
5.1.3.2.1 Panel Mounting 
Mounting of the myRIO was one of the earliest tasks for this thesis but took a back seat when it became 
clear that software development was going to be the focus. As such this was not completed, however 
a basic plan is highlighted in 5.2.4.1 on page 58 along with some additional points to consider regarding 
expandability of the device and longevity. 
5.1.3.2.2 Speed Limitations 
Perhaps one of the most disappointing issues faced was the speed of execution of the myRIO. 
Functionality of the program was overcome not by providing a perfect base platform for execution but 
by implementing several software checks. As it stands, cyclical communication with more than one 
VSD will not be achievable from the myRIO. The Dragon trainer boards will be able to interact with the 
bus much more frequently, so it may be possible to offload the synchronous PDO processing to these 
devices but at considerable development overhead. It is suspected that the development of Dragon 
software could form the basis of an entire thesis without the additional requirement for these to also 
handle time critical data processing. 
5.1.3.3 myRIO Networking 
Getting the myRIO devices up to date and programmable from the lab computers was not as straight 
forward as expected. Having the devices accessible over the university network would be idea but 
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given the time constraints of this thesis, this was not possible. The compromise was to program the 
myRIO via the USB port. This is possibly a better solution anyway but represented some difficulties. 
The most obvious method of connecting to the myRIO would be to set them up to operate over the 
university eduroam network, however the network configuration required is not supported by the 
device. So, an attempt to setup a localised Wi-Fi network in the ICSE lab was attempted using a 
standalone router. The ICSE lab computers have a second Ethernet adapter and so this was connected 
to the Wi-Fi router. Whilst this method did work, some form of clash occurred with the network 
address allocation and these computers lost the outgoing internet and university connection. 
Additionally, the university runs Symantec endpoint software on these computers and this appeared 
to block some of the ports necessary to communicate properly with the device for some services. 
5.1.3.4 Version Control 
Utilising a good version control system is highly critical for development of such complex applications. 
Projects requiring multiple devices to be operating on synchronised versions of software. The myRIOs 
present an issue in that the project must be saved and compiled by LabVIEW before it can be run on 
the device. This is not an issue with the implementation but rather a characteristic of how LabVIEW 
must operate when dealing with embedded devices and means that it is not possible to undo changes 
made to the code after beginning a build & download. The process undertaken in this thesis was to 
create an archive copy of the project before any changes are made and at any point where the program 
is operating at an acceptable level. This protected against any errors that may arise from altering the 
code but resulted in a very large archive of deprecated code. This will be an ongoing issue for future 
work completed in this project and will need to be maintained and monitored closely. 
5.2 Future Work 
5.2.1 Bus Connection Improvement 
Both the VSD and Dragon boards presented some difficulty in allowing for effective connection to the 
bus. When mounted, the myRIO will either have a DB9 connector or sturdy external terminals which 
should be durable enough to last a reasonable amount of time. The dragon boards are fixed on the 
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panel and in theory should not need to be disconnected from the bus. This issue mostly surrounded 
the VSD as the Due to the same connection being used for use with the Profibus gateways it was 
necessary to use an additional plug. Presently the VSD connection point is a screw terminal. If possible, 
this should be upgraded to a soldered in connection able to be easily inserted and removed from the 
VSD as required without fatiguing the cable or connector. 
5.2.2 Additional Slave Device 
5.2.2.1 Dragon 12-Plus 
A desired addition to the network is to enable active communication with the Dragon 12-Plus boards 
mounted in the ICSE lab. These devices would then be able to act as a remote terminal for the myRIO 
and perform some network services. As CANopen allows for four PDO of up to 8-bytes each, all controls 
and indicators on the board would not be able to be interacted with synchronously. Developing the 
SDO protocol would be ideal for this application as the master would be able to request information 
be transferred in much larger blocks albeit at a slower rate and lower priority than the PDO protocol. 
An alternate and potentially faster method of developing this functionality would be to allow a portion 
of the PDO payload to act as a command code. An example of such a structure is provided in Table 17. 
With an accompanying suggestion for some starting command codes in Table 18. Importantly this 
method will allow for significant expansion for customised data structures. 
Table 17: Dragon 12-Plus PDO Packet Suggestion 
Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 
Command Code Data 
 
Table 18: Command Code Mapping 
Command Code Data 
0 LCD 01 
1 LCD 02 
2 LCD 03 
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3 LCD 04 
4 LCD 11 
5 LCD 12 
6 LCD 13 
7 LCD 14 
8 DIP Switches 
9 7 Segment 
10 Keypad 
11 Input Ports 
12 Output Ports 
 
5.2.2.2 myRIO 
The original design for this system called for a single myRIO master device on the CAN Bus to control 
network operation and allow for experimentation regarding packet prioritisation on a busy bus. For 
students to easily interact with and experiment with the communication protocol it would be best to 
develop a slave template for the additional four myRIO devices mounted on the ICSE lab panels. These 
devices would be required to comply with the NMT state machine and accept configuration packets to 
initialise the Node-Guarding protocol as is presently implemented by the myRIO master. 
5.2.3 Relocation of Services 
As previously mentioned the best method of controlling each VSD would be to offload the processing 
of the PDO packets to the dragon boards as these devices operate at a significantly higher speed than 
the myRIOs. As all frames are available to every network node this redistribution of processing would 
significantly lighten the load on the master node without removing the ability for it to effectively 
monitor the network. Each Dragon board would be assigned a partner VSD and would then be 
responsible for managing the PDO service frames for that device. The master could then produce the 
SYNC packet at the VSD required 5ms cycle period. 
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5.2.4 Implementation of myRIO to ICSE lab panels 
To best take advantage of the new functionality of the myRIO hardware it would be ideal to have the 
devices available for student use as with other hardware in the ICSE labs. Mounting of the devices and 
connecting them to the university network would achieve this goal. 
5.2.4.1 ICSE Lab Panel Mounting of myRIO 
A simple plastic backplane design would be sufficient for allowing the devices to be mounted on the 
existing panels. The myRIO devices utilise three mounting holes located on the back of the device along 
with a locking bolt to prevent removal. This backplane would allow for mounting of a terminal block to 
limit wear of the device terminals and X-CAN expansion card. 
5.2.4.2 myRIO PC Connection 
Some time was spent attempting to have the devices interact with the Murdoch University eduroam 
network. Ultimately this was not completed. In future it would make programming of the devices much 
easier for students. Much as in the ICE lab, a template program will be provided to students along with 
instruction on programming the devices. Connecting of the devices to eduroam will limit the 
requirement for students to connect to and then setup the myRIO via a USB cable ultimately simplifying 
the process. Additionally, the devices will be able to be maintained by will to ensure the software is up 
to date. 
5.2.5 Full Implementation Lab 
Presently a bus cable has been added to the ICSE lab and connected to all VSDs and Dragon 12-Plus 
boards. To increase functionality of the system the myRIOs need to be mounted and incorporated into 
the system. Until this is completed the bus which has been installed will not be usable. This is a crucial 
step in allowing future development after the Dragon or myRIO slave programs are written.  
5.2.6  System Testing 
One of the project goals as previously mentioned was to test the CANopen protocol for reliability in 
extraneous circumstances where certain equipment may require reliable communication under 
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electrically harsh environments and where safety is of a high concern. Due to the difficulty associated 
with development of the project this component is still to be completed. Initial ideas surrounding this 
were to build a complete network and then test in a simulated situation involving multiple different 
types of equipment. Given the characteristics of this system in its present state this may not be a 
suitable approach. A potentially more appropriate method for testing would be to limit the network 
to the myRIO master to manage the NMT state machine and device initialisation, one VSD to perform 
tasks, the slave myRIO to control the VSD and two Dragon12 boards. The first Bragon12 should be 
located as close as practicably possible to the VSD on the bus line and act only as a datalogger writing 
all received frames to an SD card along with a timestamp for later analysis whilst the second can act to 
regularly generate frames on the bus in a controlled manor to test for collision detection and handling. 
In this way the network can operate correctly due to the master node performing minimal tasks and 




6 Concluding Remarks 
The overall aim of this thesis was to implement a CAN Bus network within the ICSE Laboratory at 
Murdoch University. Good headway was made on this goal by providing an example setup that can be 
expanded upon. This setup will require future project works to implement more devices and expand 
operation. The myRIO master device performed well and as expected but appears to be the limiting 
factor in this network. Although this may be the case workarounds are possible and it is my expectation 
that future work will be able to solve this issue by redistributing services over a wider variety of devices. 
The second goal of providing thorough documentation to properly inform future participants of the 
characteristics and operation of this network. Lastly it would be excellent to undertake testing under 
high network utilisation after successfully implemented in the ICSE Lab. This testing will help to 
determine the viability of such networks in industry application requiring sensitive control of critical 
processes. As the system stands presently students will be able to build customised VSD control 
networks in the ICSE lab and monitor operation using the Dragon12 boards. Presently the network is 
mostly passive with all control being performed by the master node, however with future development 
it will be possible to also perform control using the Dragon12 boards and to communicate between 
them and implement advanced complicated control strategies. Until most of the processing workload 
is moved away from the master node testing of the protocol reliability and packet collision 
management will not be possible due to being unable to reliably generate predictable and consistent 
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Appendix A CAN Bus 
Sections A.1 and A.2 provide a description of the CAN frame fields as relating to Figure 11 and Figure 
12 on page 13. 
A.1 Standard CAN frame fields [6] 
Designation Description 
SOF The single dominant start of frame bit marks the start of a message and is 
used to synchronize the nodes on a bus after being idle. 
11-bit Identifier The Standard CAN 11-bit identifier. 
IDE A dominant single identifier extension bit means that a standard CAN 
identifier with no extension is being transmitted. A recessive bit in the IDE 
indicates that more identifier bits follow. The 18-bit extension follows IDE. 
RTR The single remote transmission request bit is dominant when information is 
required from another node. All nodes receive the request, but the identifier 
determines the specified node. The responding data is also received by all 
nodes and used by any node interested. In this way, all data being used in a 
system is uniform. 
r0 Reserved bit. 
DLC The 4-bit data length code (DLC) contains the number of bytes of data being 
transmitted. 
0…8 Bytes Data Up to 8 bytes of payload data. 
CRC The 16-bit (15 bits plus delimiter) cyclic redundancy check contains the 
checksum (number of bits transmitted) of the preceding application data for 
error detection 
ACK Every node receiving an accurate message overwrites this recessive bit in the 




been sent. Should a receiving node detect an error and leave this bit recessive, 
it discards the message and the sending node repeats the message after 
rearbitration. In this way, each node acknowledges the integrity of its data. 
ACK is 2 bits, one is the acknowledgment bit and the second is a delimiter. 
EOF This end-of-frame, 7-bit field marks the end of a CAN frame and disables 
bitstuffing, indicating a stuffing error when dominant. 
IFS This 7-bit interframe space contains the time required by the controller to 
move a correctly received frame to its proper position in a message buffer 
area. 
 
A.2 Extended CAN frame fields [6] 
Designation Description 
SRR The substitute remote request bit replaces the RTR bit in the standard 
message location as a placeholder in the extended format. 
18-bit Identifier The Extended CAN 18-bit identifier 




Appendix B CANopen 
B.1 Data Payload Encoding Pattern 
 
Bits of the CANopen data payload are transmitted in reverse order starting from the least significant 
byte and working up. This allows the receiving nodes to move the data into the foreground buffer 
sequentially upon receiving the byte and saves time rearranging the data before making the frame 
available. The advantage of this that the data is places in the same byte regardless of the payload 
length. 
B.2 SDO Protocols 
This section provides an overview of the sequence of frames required to successfully complete each 





















Appendix C Manuals 
C.1 SEW VSD Setup 
1 Connecting to the VSD 
 Launch ‘MOVITOOLS MotionStudo’ 
Make a new project 
Connect the VSD via one of the ‘USB11A’ USB to serial converter modules 
Under ‘Choose connection mode and create network’ select ‘Configure communication 
connections’ 
 





Remove any additional connections and press OK again 
 
Press ‘Yes’ to continue 
 
Press ‘Start network scan’ and wait for the VSD to be found 




2 Reset the VSD 
Note: Performed on the VSD keypad 
 Navigate Up/Down to ‘Par’ the press ‘Enter ->’ 
Scroll up/Down to P800 and press ‘Enter ->’ 
Note: This is the long/short menu selection 
Select ‘Long’ and press ‘Enter ->’ then ‘out <- ‘ 
Scroll up/Down to P803 and press ‘Enter ->’ 
Note: This is the parameter lock. MOVITOOLS will not be able to access all parameters with this 
enabled. 
Select ‘off’ and press ‘Enter ->’ then ‘out <- ‘ 
Scroll up/Down to P802 and press ‘Enter ->’ 
Note: This will reset all VSD parameters 
Select ‘All’ and press ‘Enter ->’ 
 
Only one of the setup processes is required. If the template method fails it may be necessary to 
manually configure the VSD. 
3a Setup the VSD - Template 
 Load the prebuilt project 
Drag the Template VSD from the Project window over the VSD found during the scan 
process 
Note: The project must be allowed to overwrite any settings in the device if a prompt 
occurs. 
 
3b Setup the VSD – Manual 










Select ‘Direct Input’ and press ‘Next’ 
 




Select ‘Standard (v/f)’ and press ‘Next’ 
 




Press ‘DR’ then press ‘Next’ 
 




Enter the ‘Setpoint source’ is set to ‘SBus 1/fixed setpoint’ and ‘Control signal source’ is 
set to ‘SBus 1’ as below then press ‘Next’ 
 
Set the ‘Maximum speed’ to 1320 Rev./min and the ‘Minimum speed’ to 30 Rev./min 




Press ‘Load into unit (PC -> target system)’ 
 
Note: If errors occur it is likely the parameter lock is still enabled. Return to the previous 
section and disable it. 
Press ‘Finish’ 
Open ‘Parameter tree’ 
Navigate to ‘Terminal assignment’ -> ‘Binary inputs’ then ensure one input is set to either 




Note: This input must be connected to +24vDC to enable operation of the VSD 
Navigate to ‘Unit functions’ -> ‘Serial communication SBus’ and select ‘CANopen’ along 
with entering the correct address for connected device as per Table 16 on page 44 
 
Close the parameter tree 
 
4 Configure CANopen in VSD 
 Open ‘CANopen Configuration (online)’ from the start page 
Ensure that the CAN Baudrate of ‘1000 kBaud’ is selected 
Set the CANopen address as desired 
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C.2.1 X-CAN Add-On Installation 
1 Remove Machine Access Restriction for the VI Server in both 32-bit and 64-bit LabVIEW. 
Note: This process must be completed for both LabVIEW versions. 
 Open LabVIEW 
Through the menu bar navigate to ‘Tools’ > ‘Options…’ 
Select VI-Server from the Category list 




2 Install X-CAN Addon through VIPM 
 Open LabVIEW (32-bit) 
Press Start 
Type ‘VI Package Manager’ in the search box 
Open ‘VI Package Manager (VIPM)’  
Note: VIPM may take some time to load on first run due to updating repositories. Progress will 
be displayed in the status bar. 




Right Click ‘X-CAN for myRIO’ and select ‘Install…’ 
Press ‘Continue’ on the ‘Package Action Confirmation dialogue’ 
Accept the Download Acknowledgment if prompted and any License Agreement(s) 
Once complete press ‘Finish’ and exit all LabVIEW and VIPM windows 
 
C.2.2 Update myRIO Software 
1 Add myRIO to NI MAX 
 Open ‘NI MAX’ 
Right click ‘Remote Systems’ and select ‘Create New…’ 




Enter the IP Address ‘172.22.11.2’ and press ‘Next >’ 
Note: This is the default IP address for USB connected myRIOs. If other devices are emulating 
a network adapter via USB this address may be different. When initial USB connection is made 
a popup will display the device IP. 
Press ‘Finish’ 
 
2 Update myRIO Software 
 Expand ‘Remote Systems’ > NI-myRIO 
Right click ‘Software’ and select ‘Add/Remove Software’ 
Acknowledge firewall warning and press login 
Note: Default login credentials are username admin and no password  
Select the appropriate (usually newest) version of LabVIEW and press ‘Next >>’ 




C.2.3 Loading the Master Template 
1 Opening Template 
 Open LabVIEW (32-bit) 
Create a copy of the project folder 
Press ‘Open Existing’ 
Navigate to the new project folder copy 
Select ‘CANopen myRIO Master’ and press ‘OK’ to open 




Appendix D Technical Data 
D.1 VI Execution Settings 
1 Opening VI Execution Options 
 Navigate to ‘File’ -> ‘VI Properties’ from within the VI you wish to alter settings 
Navigate to ‘Execution’ in the ‘Category’ drop down menu 
 
D.2 myRIO 
D.2.1 Background Library 
D.2.1.1 Global Variables 
Although attempts were made to reduce eliminate the use of global variables, some were required to 
operate the master node effectively. Instances were global variables were implemented were limited 
to applications where sharing information between subVIs was required but not in a time sensitive or 
synchronous manor and could not be accomplished in a more elegant way. 
D.2.1.1.1 Active Clients 
The ‘Active Clients’ global variable is used to keep track of whether or not a thread is managing a 
network node and the NMT state of the managed node. 
 
Upon launching an instance of ‘Node Handler.VI’, the initialisation phase writes true to the Thread 
Active array index associated with that node’s address. Upon thread completion this is set false during 
the close stage. Only ‘Node Handler.VI’ and its SubVIs should be allowed to write to this global variable 
during execution. When a NMT error control package is received ‘Node Handler.VI’ will update the 
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NMT State. These will be set to ‘False’ and ‘Bootup’ by ‘Initialise CANopen.VI’ when the network is 
initialised. 
D.2.1.1.2 PDO Variable 
The PDO variable shares the current PDO information between ‘Node Handler.VI’ and the main block 
diagram PDO management blocks. ‘Node Handler.VI’ writes PI Data when received and transmits PO 
data as a response whilst the main block diagram PDO update SubVI will write to the PO data ready for 
the Node handler to transmit and read the PI Data. 
 
D.2.1.1.3 Server Status 
Server status provides a method for ‘Node Handler.VI’ instances to communicate errors in execution 
and to update the main VI error line with any information regarding errors occurring on nodes. A 
standard error cluster is utilised. Each node handler can write to this variable if required and this is 
then read by all others in the case of a critical system error. Additionally, this is read by ‘Watchdog.VI’ 




D.2.1.2 SubVI Quick Reference Sheets 
1 StartVI.VI 





 Launch a new instance of one either ‘SYNC Service.VI’, ‘Read Service.VI’ or 
‘Node Handler.VI’ for execution without waiting for results. 
Arguments and Returned Data 




Return CANopen Session 
Error 
Notes 
1 If changes are made to any of ‘SYNC Service.VI’, ‘Read Service.VI’ or ‘Node 
Handler.VI’ this VI may need to be updated with new type specifiers. 
2 Changing the reentrancy settings of ‘SYNC Service.VI’, ‘Read Service.VI’ or 
‘Node Handler.VI’ may affect the open VI reference options. 
3 When launching a VI in this way the VI must have been loaded into the 
device memory. Presently this is achieved by placing the VI within a case 
structure on the main block diagram. This case structure must not be 
allowed to run. However, if a constant false is wired to the case it will be 
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excluded by the LabVIEW compiler. Presently this case structure is wired 
to a control that is hidden from the front panel. 
 
D.2.1.2.1 Node Control Folder 
1 Get NodeID.VI 





 Converts a PanelID and Device ID into a NodeID using the specified format. 
Arguments and Returned Data 








2 Node Close.VI 







 Closes the current node session and marks thread as inactive to prevent 
further notifications from ‘Read Service.vi’ 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
Node Session 
Error 
Return CANopen Session 
Error 
 
3 Node Handler.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline No 
Reentrant Shared clone 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Runs as a standalone thread to manage the connection to an individual 
node. Calls CANopen Init then enters main loop. Reads from device and 
processes frame accordingly. 
Arguments and Returned Data 





1 Performs error update if device produces an error frame. 
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2 Will attempt to keep the node in operational mode if for some reason it 
exits. 
3 Thread closes gracefully in the event of a connection loss or major system 
failure. Reads shared error variable to determine if a critical error has 
occurred. If processing must stop due to a local error the system error 
variable is updated. 
 
4 Node Init.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Shared clone 
Priority Normal 
Primary Function 
 Configures the device to produce a node guarding frame once for every 
five SYNC frames. Brings the node into operational state. Generate a node 
session. Mark the thread as active so the read service doesn’t start a new 
instance. 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
NodeID 
Error 






D.2.1.2.2 Rx Folder 
1 Frame Split.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Preallocated clone 
Priority Subroutine 
Primary Function 
 Deconstruct a raw CAN frame as per the CANopen specifications 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
CAN Frame 
Error 







1 As this block is managing can frames ready for distribution to ‘Node 
Handler.vi’ threads it must operate as efficiently as possible. 
 
2 PassToClient.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Shared clone 
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Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Take the incoming frame and distribute to the correct ‘Node Handler.vi’ 
thread instance by using notifiers. 
Arguments and Returned Data 




Return CANopen Session 
Error 
Notes 
1 If the loop for passing to all ‘Node Handler.vi’ threads can be removed, 
then this VI will be able to operate at subroutine priority thus increasing 
execution efficiency.  
 
3 Read Service.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline No 
Reentrant No 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Read CAN frame and initiate ‘Node Handler.vi’ thread instance or pass to 
already running thread.  
Arguments and Returned Data 






1 Runs as a service initiated by ‘Initialise CANopen.vi’ 
2 Only 1 instance may be run at a time or hardware access errors will occur. 
Do not mark as reentrant. 
 
4 RxFrame Client.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Preallocated clone 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Wait on and return incoming frames for this node 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
Node Session 
Error 







1 Uses a notifier 
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2 No processing power consumed while waiting for frame 
 
5 RxFrame.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Shared clone 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Checks the Receiver Interrupt flag until a frame is received. Retrieves and 
returns the received frame. 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
Error 







1 Deconstructs frame mostly to retrieve the NodeID. This saves some time 
as compared to also calling ‘FrameSplit.vi’ 
 




VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Preallocated clone 
Priority Subroutine 
Primary Function 
 Build the individual CANopen frame components into a whole CAN frame 
Arguments and Returned Data 









1 Embeds timestamp information into the CAN frame 
 
2 NMT Tx.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Shared clone 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Transmit a Network Management request frame 
Arguments and Returned Data 
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Arg CANopen Session 
NMT State Request 
NodeID 
Error 
Return CANopen Session 
Error 
 
3 SDO Tx.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline Yes 
Reentrant Shared clone 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Build a valid CAN frame from the SDO packet information and transmit. 
Arguments and Returned Data 




Return CANopen Session 
Error 
Notes 
1 The SDO service is incomplete. So far only expedited downloads from 
master to client are supported 




4 SYNC Service.VI 
VI Execution Settings 
Inline No 
Reentrant No 
Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Produce the SYNC packet at the predefined period 
Arguments and Returned Data 




1 Builds the CAN frame only once then retransmits repeatedly 
2 Sets the SYNC occurrence so that this service can be offloaded onto 
another device in the future 
3 Runs as a service started during initialisation 
4 If the service is running on an external device the occurrence must be set 
by ‘Read Service.vi’ and ‘Node Handler.vi’ instances must be reconfigured 
to cater for this difference in functionality 
5 Although possible to offload, this service is not processor intensive and 
relocation would likely gain no performance benefit 
 
5 TxFrame.VI 





Priority Time critical 
Primary Function 
 Transmit a single CAN frame 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
CAN Frame 
Error 
Return CANopen Session 
Error 
Notes 
1 Must remain nonreentrant to avoid hardware access violations 
 
D.2.2 User Library 
D.2.2.1 Device 
1 PDO Update RAW.VI 





 Update the desired PDO variable and retrieve the returned PDO. Also 
retrieves node Network Management state and Thread Active status. 
Arguments and Returned Data 













1 Reads and writes global variables 
2 Can operate asynchronously to synchronisation cycle 
 
2 VSD PDO.VI 





 Take speed setpoint and control information and convert to the 
appropriate PDO structure for the VSD then save into the global variable 
and retrieve returned information to the user block diagram. 
Arguments and Returned Data 














3 Dragon PDO.VI 





 Load 4 PDO frames ready for transmission and retrieve 4 returned PDO 
frames. 

















 Needs development. An appropriate protocol will need to be developed 
such as that suggested by this thesis. 
 
D.2.2.2 General 
1 Close CANopen.VI 





 Close all hardware and services running and dump any currently 
outstanding notifiers and occurrences. 
Arguments and Returned Data 




2 Initialise CANopen.VI 







 Start CANopen services and instruct connected devices to restart the NMT 
state machine. Reinitialises all project global variables. 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CAN Hardware Config 
Error 




VI Execution Settings 
Inline No 
Reentrant Shared clone 
Priority Normal 
Primary Function 
 Retrieve background process error information and merge into the user 
block diagram error line. 
Arguments and Returned Data 
Arg CANopen Session 
Error 








D.3 Dragon 12-Plus 
Two variables store information returned from the VSD. These are ‘vsdspeed’ and ‘vsdmA’. If a packet 
is transmitted directly to the Dragon12 the ‘functioncode’ variable will be updated with the incoming 
frame function code. The ‘candata’ variable holds the 8 incoming data bytes from the received frame. 
Currently the code does not process any other information. When the local address receives a hit the 
‘canactions’ function is called. A SYNC packet will trigger the ‘SYNC’ function. Lastly, the ‘VSDUpdate’ 
function is called when the VSD transmits a PDO packet. Lastly, the ‘cantx’ function is used to transmit 
CAN frames. This Function requires ‘candata’ to be loaded with up to 8 bytes of data to be transmitted 
prior to being called. Additionally, the outgoing identifier and data length must be placed on the stack 
before calling. 
The 7-segment display will show the address configured on bootup and set by the dip switches. 
Presently no node guarding or NMT state machine is configured to inform the master of this device’s 
presence on the bus as only passive communication has been configured. 
D.3.1 Usercode.f 
{ ===================================================================== 




  15Oct18 GRC -- Further minor changes before saving in ENGSHARED 
  12Oct18 GRC -- Some minor changes to comments 
  05Oct18 GRC -- All "extra" files now loaded here so easy to modify 
  28Sep18 GRC -- Just added a few more explanations/comments 
  05Jan16 GRC -- Modified message to make it more clear about the process of  
               developing a user's own code  
  20Aug12 GRC -- Minor Change - Made it clear where to put user code, 
                 always leaving DOI 
   10Aug12 GRC -- First version for the new NMIS-L-912 BoardT at the end 
   
This file should be adapted as required to include all the desired users 
code. The code can either be directly entered into the file below, or 
indirectly by using futher  INCLUDEs  to load you files. 
 
This file must also contain the definition of the word DOIT which should 
contain 
any initialisation code. The default version here simply starts up the 
heartbeat 









\ Extra files loaded first -- comment some of these in or out as needed 
 
\ INCLUDE %SWIFTX\SRC\68HC12\FRACTION   \ Fractional arithmetic 
\ INCLUDE %SWIFTX\SRC\FRACTION          \ Fractional angles and trig 
 
\ INCLUDE TIMINGCORRECTED.F \  Corrected MS bug in V3.9.2 -- Not needed now 
 
include %swiftX\src\ \ Code to be able to maintain a list of defined tasks 
INCLUDE SIMPLENEEDS      \ Some useful extra functions -- options can be 




\ Introductory HELLO message  
\ -- feel free to  change and/or delete it when you know what is going on 
: Hello ( -- ) 
   cr  
    cr ." Welcome -- you are now ready to develop code for the 68HC12"  
   cr  ." Put your own code into USERCODE.F but don't alter any other files!!!" 
   cr  
   cr  ." Save USERCODE.F  then press the GREEN DEBUG button on the toolbar, 
and 
   cr  ." your code will automatically be compiled and downloaded ready for 
testing." 
   cr  ; 
 
\ -------------  PUT ALL YOUR OWN CODE IN THE MIDDLE HERE 







\ ALWAYS KEEP DOIT   AT THE BOTTOM -- INSERT your own code above here!!! 
\ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
\ If desired, add any of your own words to DOIT, if you want them executed 
\  automatically 
\ in a DEBUG session. But DO NOT REMOVE the following DOIT! 
 
\ So normally any initialisation and startup programs should be run by DOIT 
\  with 
\ control returning to the command line. 
 
\ **** HOWEVER,  make sure they work before putting them in here. So typically 
\ Check them out on the command line first before putting them here. 
  
\ Examples below start the heartbeat (CPR) and the Welcome Hello message. 
  















\ Masks for specific register bits 
: CANE %10000000 ;   \ Enable CAN 
: INITRQ %00000001 ;   \ init request 
: INITAK %00000001 ;   \ init ack 
: SLPRQ %00000010 ;   \ sleep request 
: SLPAK %00000010 ;   \ sleep ack 
 
cvariable address    \ 1 byte local address 
cvariable vsd    \ vsd address 
 
#8 bytearray candata   \ local data register block 8 bytes long
  
 
\ Initialise can bus 0 
: initCAN 
 CANE CAN0CTL1 byteset  \ Enable CAN using CANE bit 
 INITRQ CAN0CTL0 byteset  \ Request initialisation using INITRQ 
bit 
 begin 
  INITAK CAN0CTL1 c@ and \ Check if initilisation mode is entered 
      \ by checking INITAK bit 
  pause 
 until 
 %10000100 CAN0CTL1 c!  \ Enable CAN; Wake-up mode enabled 
 %00000000 CAN0BTR0 c!  \ Clock cycle=4tq; Baud prescaler=8 
 %00010100 CAN0BTR1 c!  \ 3 samples/bit; tseg2=4tq; tseg1=5tq 
  
 readdip %01111111 and address c!  \ get local address 
 address c@ #8 - vsd c! 
 
\ Identifier acceptance registers 
 $080 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* CAN0IDA0 !   \ SYNC COB-ID 
 address c@ 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* CAN0IDA2 ! \ Local address 
 vsd c@ $180 + 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* can0ida4 ! \ Local VSD 
 
\ Identifier acceptance masks 
 %00000000 CAN0IDM0 c!  \ 0 indicates an accepted filter bit. 
 %00011111 CAN0IDM1 c!  \ Mask out all the bits not used in  
 %11110000 CAN0IDM2 c!  \  standard identifiers and those that  
 %00011111 CAN0IDM3 c!  \  are not required to be monitored. 
 %00000000 CAN0IDM4 c!  \ Each mask bit corresponds to a  
 %00011111 CAN0IDM5 c!  \  acceptance bit. 
 %11111111 CAN0IDM6 c! 
 %11111111 CAN0IDM7 c! 
 
\ Set 4 identifier registers each of size 2 bytes 
 %00010000 CAN0IDAC c! 
 
 %00000001 can0rier c! 
 address c@ set7seg 
 
 $25 CAN0CTL0 c! 
 INITRQ CAN0CTL0 byteclear 
; 
 
\ Words used for ofsets on the transmit buffer 
: can0tdsr can0txfg #4 + ;  \ Data Segment offset 
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: can0tid0 can0txfg ;   \ Identifier registers 
: can0tid1 can0txfg 1 + ; 
: can0tid2 can0txfg #2 + ; 




\ Actions performed when a message is recieved 
: SYNC ( -- ) 








 getstrip %010 + %010 and getstrip %11111101 and or setstrip 
 3 candata c@ %100000000 * 
 2 candata c@ + 
 5 / 
 vsdspeed ! 
 5 candata c@ %100000000 * 
 4 candata c@ + 




 getstrip %100 + %100 and getstrip %11111011 and or setstrip 
; 
 
: getdata  
 #8 0 do 




: cantx ( Length COB-ID -- ) 
 \ Wait for transmit buffer 0 to be empty 
 begin 
  can0tflg c@ %1 and 
  pause 
 until 
 
 \ Select transmit buffer 0 
 %1 can0tbel c! 
 
 \ Set destination identifier and associated registers 
 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* CAN0Tid0 ! 
 
 \ Arrange data in transmit buffer 
 #8 0 do 
  I candata c@ 
  CAN0tdsr I + c! 
 loop 
 
 \ Set data size 
 can0txfg $C + c! 
 
 \ Set transmit flag 





\ Reviever watch task 
task canrxtask 
 
\ Reciever code 
: canrx 
 begin 
  \ Check flag 
  can0rflg c@ 
 
  \ Execute if message is in foreground buffer 
  $01 and if 
   \ Handle recieved message here 
   \ Copy information into 'candata' array 
   #8 0 do 
    can0rxfg #4 + I + c@ 
    I candata c! 
   loop 
 
   can0idac c@ %111 and 0 = if 
    SYNC 
   then 
    
   can0idac c@ %111 and 1 = if 
    can0rxfg c@ 2/ 2/ 2/ 2/ %1111 and functioncode c! 
    canactions 
   then 
   
   can0idac c@ %111 and 2 = if 
    VSDUpdate 
   then 
    
   \ Reset reciever flag   
   $01 can0rflg c! 
  then 
  \ Pause to allow multitasking 




\ Build and Activate the recive watch task 
: startcanrx 
 0 rxcount c! 
 rxcount c@ setstrip 
 canrxtask build 
 canrxtask activate canrx nod 
; 
